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The AI for the cubs is really annoying. They are constantly trying to wander away from the safe den and directly into danger.
Plus the playing mechancis are really weird. Also, the graphics are dated. I mean, some of the symbols for eating and picking up
the cubs make me think of pre N64 games. 2\/10 would not recommend.. recent patches made the game better, well done bobik
and team. \u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. It was such a fun game to play!!. Short but very atmospheric. A bit puzzling.

Now, if they add some settings for graphics, controls and loading a level/savegame … that’d be good. :)

In the end, a little gem.. An extremely difficult map to manage. This DLC gives you the Jungle map that has 4 crystals to look
after. The downfall to this map is that its really hard and you got to be on your toes at all times, but the great thing about this
map is that you can get alot of xp in a short amount of time. The detail in this map is awesome and really puts your character in
the Jungle. There are no new monsters that come its just the new map that you can buy from this DLC. I have enjoyed playing
on the map even though its really hard. Make sure to bring your friends along for the ride when you take on this map, because if
you don't, you will loose really fast. Get it and don't regret it.. Wow. After being delighted by what I assume is the 1st in the
series (The Spell Collector) I had high expectations for this one. Too high. WAY too high.

All the quirky charm and clever twist on the usual 'click on the shinies to start an arbitrary HO scene has been removed here,
replaced by exactly the same thing as everyone else is\/was doing.

The interesting and colourful graphics have gone, replaced by bland, dark, grimey unforgettableness. Animations and FX are
poor compared to the first.

The more-or-less interesting plot has gone. (The story is so dull, and the main character's dialog so painfully obvious that it
really is a chore to progress at times. ("The bridge is raised. I need to find a way to lower it." "I need to find a way to open this
box." "I'll need a key to get past this [obviously locked] door." Thanks, Sherlock. This is about as colourful or useful as the
commentary gets.)
The charm of having other characters you meet along the way has gone.

The clever expanding inventory system has gone. In fact it has been replaced by something even worse than other generic HO
games. Every time you attempt to use and item and fail, that item is put at the end of the list. So the inventory order is constantly
changing about. A minor irritation compared the the others; but still another pointless, thoughtless step backwards.

The puzzles are either easy and uninspired, or pretty hard and uninspired. But that's not 'pretty hard' as in fun and rewarding, but
rather a kind of 'difficultly through tedium.' Most of the puzzles I skipped I'm sure I could have sorted out, given the time and a
bit of thought or trial and error. But I just really couldn't be bothered.

I do hope the series picks up again, or I'm going to regret buying the complete bundle. But the point is, after the 1st game I'd
have bought the rest anyway based on the merits of that game. It's just very very disappointing that this installment seems to
have completely thrown out all that made The Spell Collector a more interesting and enjoyable game.

[Edit: By the end things got a bit better, and I actually enjoyed the bonus content more. Rating still stands, though.]
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Sailing the seas, trading, battling, questing... Large procedural world... Awesome game and a lot of fun!!!. He's awesome.

Stop spamming that cannon, though. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.. This is endless productivity, creativity,
imagination, power, letting go, taking in new ideas, .The canvas is your master piece. You can even create manuscript
paper!!!!!!!

It's so good I started an english community translating the years and years and YEARS worth of information, and building up
the Japanese application to help you - and you - and every aspiring self-publisher the advantage of creating your own comics -
panels - memes-
--My next goal with the community is doing everything recorded, and using English menus - within each article - or just doing it
all over video to complete all the guides in english
here it is: https:\/\/www.reddit.com\/r\/mdiappse\/

it's layer -based - great addition. Many similar shortcuts like photoshop - Ctrl + - to zoom out - Ctrl+; to zoom in -
Spacebar for hand to pan the canvas
\\Brush = b
Eraser = e
Ctrl + T = transform object\/selection

There are types of layers you add in this one, for text, or colour, or lineart specifics. Really cool. Unique feeling applications
with tones of features to keep you creating everything at perfectly as you want

Feels super natural for drawing with a Wacom tablet - All the different tools are amazing - Brush scripting is also covered - and
amazes. Adding materials to brushes for different effects are amazing.

Super agile mark making on a screen with medium size wacom. It feels soooo cool and intuitive, I need references, but when I
draw new things, on these canvases , it feels wonderful. Defualt settings are 600dpi - so be prepared for maximum printing
quality.

Will be doing a video on this really soon<. Now I feel like I have been there :D. Boring simulation. No real 80\u2019s songs just
some made up nonsense. Being on a dance floor with a black nah of bots is not entertaining. Would be good if other players
could\u2019ve interact.. Fun game indeed! This game is so addictive and challenging!!

It ain't easy to handle a drop for it's journey ;). Pros
- Decent profile backgrounds from leveling up badge
- Puzzle game that requires critical thinking
- Change settings, grids\/ difficulty ect benefits play

Cons
- Literally bootleg 2048 mobile app
- Not worth the money
- Lose interest within hours of gameplay

Ideas for the developer
- Try adding a 3-D shape grid
- Is that the only soundtrack you have that repeats itself
- Adding perks\/ abilities that can give you the chance to redo-turns or clear lines
- Multiplayer?

My score 3\/10
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. I wasn't completely sure what to expect when I picked up this game, having never really played a text adventure of any kind
before. But, now that I've completed it, I can safely say that pciking it up was a very smart move.

If you're not used to this type of game then it might take you a few moments to get used to the controls and especially the
navigation, but after 10 minutes or so, you'll be whizzing around the place without any issue at all. It's very intuitive and very
simple, and there is a map screen if you suddenly find yourself a little lost.

Graphically, the game is beautiful. The interface, the icons, the in-game images, all look very nice and professional.

In terms of sound, the game presents a perfect mix of peaceful, melancholic and dramatic background music, all inserted at just
the right moments, as well as enough sound effects to make sure you're always satisfied that things are being selected correctly,
and that things are generally getting done the way they should be.

Storywise, the game is excellent. It's a mystery at heart, incorporating themes of loss, desire, heartache, faith, religion, and the
never ending search for peace and happiness. I was gripped right up until the very end, and this being a text adventure, where
story is paramount, I'd say that is a very big plus.

The only negative thing to say about this game, for me personally, is when it comes to the overall game design. I had to consult a
walkthrough on 3 occassions, simply because I just would never have thought to do a certain thing, and on another occasion just
because I forgot that I could access a certain area because I hadn't been there since the very start. This is a trivial complaint
though, and something that practically all adventure games suffer from, so I don't hold it against the game at all.

So, if you like a good mystery, and a good character driven yarn, all wrapped in a great looking, and sounding, package, I
definitely, without a doubt, recommend you pickup LIfestream. It took me just over 5 hours to complete, and so for the price,
I'd say it's a real bargain. :). Really cool puzzle game that appears really simple at first, but is actually a pretty decent challenge.
Most of the game's 9 levels really only require precise attention to the order of operations you have to work with. There are
several hazards in each level, with complete avoidance as key to bypass them, however, that's easier said than done. You can
move a number of characters through their respective layers to exits, but making a clear path for each ball is very delicate. You
can easily trap your characters, destroy them, or even invert their layer without needing to. It's a tight game of balancing what
each character, button, and object has to do and where it needs to be before thinking about the endgame. Essentially the game
feels like a series of strings with different knots or breaks that need to be pulled apart and then reconstructed. I think that's
where the most surprising and honestly really fun aspect comes from. It's actually pretty thrilling to get each part in order and
then nail the ending. Maybe I'm gushing a bit too much and even found some levels harder because I overthought the order in
which things needed to be pulled apart. The game also includes a level editor that can challenge you to make an equation of your
own for others to solve. All in all, I definitely recommend you get lost in Layers.
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